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A.

INTRODUCTION

Today's intense competition for readers in the mass-marketplace has led to

the re-design of many publications, use of more illustrations, and increasing

reliance on strong graphic treatment of both illustrations and type. The junior

author of this paper, wno acts as managing editor for a national magazine for

dental.students, became interested in what might be happening to the message

(photographic illustrations) when the medium (type of reproduction screen or

technique) was selected for ita.artyi graphic qualities rather than for its

clarity and straiOtforward value. The present study was designed to provide

same empirical answers to this legitimate communication question.

Among the decisions confronting Mrs:>gazine editors when they elect to

illLstrate their publications with photographs ate these: "What photographs

shall I use, and what kind of reproduction will be most effectiver By kind of

t"'

reproduction, we refer to either the type of halftone screen the editor requests
(\

of the printer or to the ablepnce of a screen, reproducing the photograph as a

tone-line shot in which the middle grays drop uut. (The tone-line conversion is

prepared by shooting one underexposed line negative and one overexposed line

negative. The two negatives are put together, and a 30 percent tint screen is

put behind the underexposed negative. It is the underexposed negative that

prints gray in the final reproduction; the overexposed negative prints black.)

Although newspaper editors have essentially the same options and may be under

similar pressurelt^fo expand readership, the "magazinct look" of an increasing
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nwber of dailies has sd far not-included use of mezzotint, steel'engraving,

and other reprodiTion variations utiliied by some" magazine editors and art

directors.

The argument for exercising graphic control over the photOjournalist's

output was expressed recently by Jan V. White in Folio magaztne: "The editoes

job is not to win friends (i.e., photographers) but to influence people (i.e.,

readers). That's why photos must be seen as raw material to be Manipulated to

the editor's purpose by the skills of the art director, so their latent story-

enhancing capacities can be exposed."1 (White apparently classifies editors

as manipulators of opinion rather than as journalists.)

A search of the relevant reseavch literature reveals that, although i

reasonable amount of work has been done to learn what elements of the photographic

mesaage influence readership and meaning, a0Varently no published studies have

investigated the possible influence of the reproduction screen pattern.

As indicated by the studies cited b9low, the "elements" of photographic

messeges are_generally divided into content (subject matter) and stylistic

(structural) components. The research we are reporting focuses on a structural

component (the rep..-oduction screen pattern) but includes subject matter varying

in the degree of complexity.

In-the early fifties, MacLean and Hazard demonstrated in the Badger Village

study
2 that six underlying themes of subject matter (idolatry, social problems,

picturesque, war, blood and violence, and spectator sports) explained most of the

variations of reader interest in 51 news magazine photographs. Al3 of the

selected photos were reproduced by the then standard dot screen process.

Tannenbaum and Fosdick found that there was an effect of lighting angle on

the judgment of photographed subjects
3

in 1960, and Williams
4
was able to

demdristrate in 1971 that camera viewpoint end lighting'contrast could produce

different perceptions of the dominance of a photographic'subject. In neither of

these studies was there any attempt to vary the clarity or "graphic quality" of
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the reproductions to which experimental subjects re exposed.

When Hazard
5 investigated the influence of format and composition on the

perception, of photographs, he also observed that the message content was the

Tst significant variable.

Although textbooks in photography and pictorial composition generally

recommend making and.cropping pictures to make them simile rather than *complex

presumahly,because the central idea will be easier to un'derstand and thus will

have tore interest and impactFrench found that older viewers preferred more

complex 'illustrations.
6

In the study we are reporting here, we were primarily interested inithe effect

on perceived meaning of how a photograph is reproduced, but we also wanted to

find out if there would be an interaction between the complexity of subject matter

and the complexity of reproduction method. That is to say, we expected that the

more complex.or detailed the photograph, the more straightforward and clear the

reproduction should be in order for the photograph to be understood.

AB most journalists are aware, photograpilic illustrations (all continuous-

tone "art," in fact) must be translated into a pat:tern of dots or lines of

varying size in order to be printable in new'spapers or magazines and to properly

reproduce the tonal variations of the original. The tonal variation is provided,

by a "halftone screen" (usually by the engraver x)r printer), and this screen is

available in a ifIcide variety of patterns, some of which considerably change the

appearance of the origin9j. For example, a mezzotint screen and a steel engraving

screen can give a photo the appetirance of an artist's rendition rather than the

verisimilitude of the original camera record. And a tone-line or dropout treatment,

by egminating some or all middle tones, provides a htgh contrast, graphic effect.

Such "arty" effects are frequently used (as White haWurged) by magazine editors

eager to stress the graphic quality or the aesthetic appearance of their publications

without spending extra mduey for artist's illustrations. Presumably, these special
-7

effect treatments are resorted to when the photo content is of minimal significanee
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and-comilexity.

Since such,screens provide less detail apd.clarity than in the standard,

133-line dot screen normally used in periodicals printed on good quality paper,

.
the specia14-effect treatment would seem to interfere with the transmission of

the main message, the illustration.content or hubject maLter. It'ii likely, too,

that the artistic variation of such treatment would change the connotative

meaning of a phOtograph. It is this potential for communication interference

which'the authors explored in the present study. The following 1.7.ilotheses,

Aeived in part from studies cited abdve, were tefited:

Hypotheses

la. Perceptions of'photographs containing different degrees of complexity

will be significantlysdifferent regardless of the variation of reproduction o'f

the photographs.

lb. The expressed preference (liking) for photographs of subjects of

varying complexity will vary ei.54tficantly regardless Of.variation in the

reproduction of the photographs..

2a. Regardless of photo subject, differences in reproduction method will

produce significant differences in how photographs are perceived..

2b. Regardless of photo subject, differences in reproduction method will

produce significant differences in how well the photographs are liked.

3. VariatiOns in the realism with which photographs are reproduced will

differentially affect perceptions of subject matter having different degrees of

complexity. (In simpler language, we expected a s'i!ificant interaction between

reproduction methods and subject matter.)

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We designed a controlled experiment in which subjects (a sample of "magazine

readers") were given the opportunity to respond to four different photographic

subjects and to four different printed reproductions of these photos. The subject
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, matter was intentionally varied in complexity,Pbut all photos were of people

or scenes whiCh would be appropriate for a dental trade or plofessional journal.

Our .I'magazine readers" were students in an undergraduate American history class,

and.one of the photographs selected wis.a shot of a campus buildin with students

approaching it via a cross-over bridge.

The four versions for each photo consisted of the following printing

reproduction techniques in black.ink on white, dull-coated magazine paper stock:
S.

.(l) 133-line halftone screen\

(2) mezzotint halftone screen

(3) steel engraving ha4tone screen

(4)* tone-line conversion.

Independent variables, therefore, included the four photographs, each

reproduced in four printing reproduction versions--a total 'of 16 combinations.

These reproduction techniques were selected from a wide range aVailable because

of.their relative realism/abstraction. The 133-line halftone screen is closeat

in reproduction quality to the original, black-and-white photograph and so was

considered to be the most realistic. The mezzotint screen was believed to be

somewhat more abstract because the grainy screen pattern partially obscures some

of the photo's detail. The steel engraving screen was even more abstract: The'

rough and irregular pattern created a reproduced photograph very different from

the original. The tone-line conversion was considered most abstract because

much detail was eliminated when themiddle tones were dropped in the conversion.

However, the high contrast, "line" effect did emphasize some photo elements.

We selected reproduction techniques on the basis of realism/abstraction

because we believed that a highly abstract reproduction technique would interact

more with highly complex photo subjects than it would with less complex subjects.

We also felt that there would be less (or no) interaction between realistic

reproduction techniques and photo subject complexity.

Several dependent variables were included in the study in order to derive
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several kinds of information for analysis:

(1). Fourteen semantic differehtial scales were composed so that we could

examine the dimensiOns of judgment used by our readers. Half of the scales were

selected from past studies of photographic communication, but half were.the

result of a pretest in which we asked respondents to describe each original

photograph by using adjectives to indicate what the photograph meant to them.

(The semantic differêntial scales can be found in Appendix A, which includes the

efttire measuring instrument.)

(2) On.a seParate sheet, respondents were*aaked to rank-order the photographs.

.(as reProduced) on a simple most-liked to least-liked scale.

(3) -As a check on this most-liked/least-liked response, we asked subjects

to rate each photo reproduction combination on a sevin-point like-dislike scale.

1

(4) 1, stly, we asked each respondent io describe in his/her own words "What

is the moqt important idea you get from this photograph? What is the main thing
,

going on in the picture?" We realized that it would be difficult to quantify these

responses, but we wanted to be able to qualitatively verify what the various

message versions meant to our "readers."

TESTING PROCEDURE

Packets of test materials were distributed on a random basis to,160 students

in a sophomore-level American history course. In addition to a.set of instructionS,

each packet contained the four different photograph;subjects, all repróduced in

one of the four printing reproduction versions (see above). Therefore 40 students

saw the four photo subjects reproduced in the 133-line screen; 40 saw them ih the

mezzotint; 40 saw them in the steel engraving; and 40 in the tone-line conversion

process. The packet also contained a set of the semantic differential scales for

each of the four subject/reproduction technique combinations in the packets as

well as a:sheet for each of the.additional dependent variable responses described

above. The order of the photo subjects was varied systematically in each packet
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to avoid a poseible order effect which might occur if all respondents consistently

saw the sanie subject first, second, and so on.

ANAYiSIS AND RESULTS

Factor analysis was performed olithe semantir differential judgments to

determine'the judgmental dimensiofis used to respond to the photographed subjects

and to the printing reproduction techniques Three factora,emerged:

Factor I ("excitement/activity") included the following scales: tascinating-

boring, fast-slow, iiportant-trivial, hot-cold, and complex-simple. It accounted

for 28% of the variance explained:

,Factor 11 ("weight") included these scales: heavy-light, light-derk, and

hard-soft. It accounted for 10% of the variance.

Factor III ("evaluative") included: candid-posed, clean-dirty, realistic-
.

abstract, and calm-nervous. It accounted for 4% of the variance.

Twcisemantic differential scales did not load well cn any factor (strong-weak

good-bad) so they were analyzed separately,

Analysis offv#riance (split plot 4esign) was conducted for each factor

(Figures 1, 2, and 3) ana in all .cases the main effect for photo subjeets'was

significant, as we expacted. The main .effect for reproduction technique (the

three halftone screens and the tone-line conversion) was Marginally significant

on the evaluative factor (p=.055), somewhat less ow the "weight" factor (p=.10),

and did not even approach statistical significance (i.e., at the .05 level) on

Ihe "excitement/activity" factor (p=.678).

However, when we calculated the interaction between photographic subject

:and reproduction technique, the variance approached statistical significance

(pa...078) on the "txci.tement/activity" fEictor, indicating that the method of

reproducing a photograph can somewhat:influence how exciting or active certain

photographs are perceived. A closer look at the data suggests that more complex

photographic subjects are perceived as being less exciting and less active when

reproduced by more abstract methods.
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We also performed an

8

is of variance on the like-dislike dimeAsion *

and (Figure 4) found a strong interaction.(pai.039 between photographic subject

and reproduction t'echnique. Thl photograph of three people (the least interesting

subject, posed, lifeless,,and rated as least "complex) seems Ss,he preferred

when reproduced in a more complex screen version (steel engraving) 'while the most

).
familiar subject matter (calpus buildlng) -is well liked 'regardless of which of

our four'reproduction techniques is used. The other highly'rated photograph (of

ths very complex, outdoor dental scene) is liked yest in the 133-line or mezzotint

versions (the two most realistic methods) but 0 rated less favorably in ple more

abstract steel engraving.

An analysis of variance was performed on the two semantic scales that were'

not included in the factor analysis. Significant,F statistics (p4.05) were noted

only for the outdoor dental scene--the most'complex photograph. On the strong-

weak dimension, the photograph of the outdoor dental scene was ratea-as least

strong under the two abstract tepraduction methods: steel engraving and tone-line

conversion. (See Table 1). Similar results were found on the good-bad dimension;

there was a definite effect of reproduction method on how"good" the photos were
4"

perceived to be. The steel engraving screen got,the lowest mean score (closest

to the "bad" end of the 'scale), while the very realistic 133-line screen got the

highest rating (closest to the `Igood" end). (See Table 2.)

Figure 5 shows the effect of reproduction process on whether the photographs

were ranked as "beet liked." The figure clearly shows that the outdoor dental

scene was ranked best by more "readers" under the two most realistic reptcduction

methods than under Lhe two abstract methods. The building photograph,, on the

other hand, surprisingly showed a slight increase in number (of readers rating

it "liked best") from the 133-line screen to the the-line conversion. One

explanation is that this mas the only photograph that the respondents would have

recognized: It is a university, building directly across from the buVding in
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which the respondenVp took the test. Perhaps the familiar photm subject was

"best 'liked" simp.. eciuse it 4ag familiar.
,

.

Tables 3 through 6 show the effects of the reproduction methods on

respondents' perceptions of the ."message" or "maim idea" they got from:the four

."
4 photographs. Condissent,vith previous findings, a significant X

2
was found only

for thq most cbmplex photograph--the outdoor dental scene (See Table 6).

1'
Important findings frva Table 6 include:

(1) 'The mezzotint (33.3%) and steel engraving (50.0%) screens accounted
1 4

for 83.3% of the responses which said that the photograph's message was primarily '

one of clutter and confusion. Other adjectives used to describe,it were "busyness,"

"chaos"Nand "bizarre."

(2). The steel engravng screen (31:5%) and the tone-line conversion (31.5%),

accounted for'63t of the comments which said that the message was One ef anxiety,

suffering', Cruelty, or unsanitary conditions. A
4

(3) The tone-line version accounted for 57.9% of the respondents' commentai

which indicated that the photo reproduction was 69 vague that they couldn't tell

what it was about. The steel engraving screen accountedfor 21.1%. of thbse who'

said that they couldn't tell what was in the photograph.

(4) Of the respondents wlio saw the4133-line screen version, 50% said that

the photograph characterized helpcing and healing. Of those who saw the mezzotint

screen version, 45% said that it characterized helping and healing, while 10% said

P(K

that the photo characterized clutter and confusion. Of th6ae who saw the tone-line

version, 40% said that it characterized helping and healing, but 27.5% said that

they ivuldn't tell what was happening.
f;

6
.
Although Table 3's data were not found,to be significant at the .05 level,

there are two interesting findings:

(1) People who saw the photograph of three people in the 133-line s,Freen

version tended to see it as posed or as an advertisement (57.5%).
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;2) People who saw the tone-line apnversion teriged to see the pflotograph

of three people as important-, professional, or medical (50%).

_ASuEssuaLresults (Hypotheses):

la. Confirmed (Figures 1, 2, and,3).

lb. Confirmed (Figure 4).

2a. Partially confirmed (Figures 1,2, and 5).

3a. Rejected (Figures 1., 2, and 3), on the basis of analyses of factor

scores, al.though there was some support for this hypothesis on indlvidual scale

analyses,

DISCUSSION
a

The finding that very complex photograph subjects may be perceived as beiQ

less exciLing and more negative under abstrac, reproduction techniques thanAnder

realistic ones sho-ld interest the editor who is'trying to Use "exciting" graphic

techniques to.improve the appearance of his/her publication. .These abstra,..t.

0

reproduction techniques may be useful in making mare readers like photographs of

very simple or even boring subjects, but the opposite iG trUe for very complex

subjects.

A look'at the results "tom Table 6 givea us clues as to'why this may te true:

People who saw the outdoor dental scene reproduced in the steel engeaving version

perceived a more negative mosOge i.han did.people who saw other reproduction

:versions. Comments included: "1 wouldn't trust them." "clutter; buGyness."

Xeople working together In a chaotic stare." "Operating room with much tension.'

The tOne-line.reproduction of tbe complex outdoor dental scene did not produce

as many negative perceptions as the steel engraving verqlon . . probably

because in the tone-line vetsion a atencile,: sign esn a ox in the tyregrr)un

of the photograph became very legible. Thee sign re.11.

DENTAL HEALTH

INTEkNATfONAl Afl

Responcents who saw the outdo.r Jental c I !hp lk4 line scroen

16

t.

t:t.
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the most positive commants: "Helping,..concern." "I get a feeling of

generosity, people helping each other." This is consistent wtth our finding that

the steel engraving/outdoor dental scene combination was rated significantly more
sy

"bad" on the good-bad dimension than the same scene was under 'any other reproduction

process.

Twice as many 1)eople saw the mezzotint and tone-line versions of the outdoor(

dental scene as pifying helping/healingas saw them typifying ctutter/eonfusion

or anxiety/suffering. But a large number uf respondents who saw the tone-line

version could not tell whnt wan going on in the photograph because the reproduction

was too vague. a

The findini4s from Table 3 show that editors may be able to use tone-line

convgrsions to add importance to an otherlAse dull and lifeless photograph.

Part:tof the reasons-for the differences in perception c) the photographs

undex different reproduction conditions may be that some detail is obscured or

eliminated under the steel enslaving and mezzotint screens, while other detail

comes through more clearly when reproduced bv the 133-line screen. In the most

comple% photograph, a large number of people just couldn't tell what was going

on then they saw the tone-line version. If detail in important, editors should

think twice before tryin to jaze up a complex photo subject with A special

reproduction technique such as the steel engraving screen or the tone-line

conversion.

This 9tudr ghould encourage editors to more carefully 31ronsider the connotative

effects of usin)-? special reprodnetion prcesses in their put,lio.arni. GOli IP

I(Irne processes (like the tone-line conversion) can make a boring photograp he

perceived a!: being more interesting, -,ther-1 stici. As the steel etlrav Lag) might

have negative connotations thrit undesirai,lc.

.'11,1;ieric;g imprvoTi.;I! fiA.!! 1-;!.
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consider not just the "arty" effects, but also thP ways in which the reproduction

process changes the connotative meaning of the photograph.

Furtheri,7this research on the effects of still another "stylistic variation"

on the perception of1 photograPhic message adds to our knowledge of the potential

influence which journalists have on the content of what they report and on the

interpretation of that content by message receivers. The variants of photographic

style and structure are many. Relatively few of these.variants have been subjected

to systematic study, and the authors hope that readers of this report will be

challenged to polate other variants and to ii*vestigate them.

t 4
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Table' 1

Effect of reproduction process on how "strong' the outdoor dental scene was

perceived by respondents:

Strong-weak dimensiou

Agroduction method Mean score stron ..weak

133-line screen
mezzotint screen
steel engraving screen
tonal-line conversion

Analysis of variance

5.68
5.50
4.43
4.88

Source . df SS MS

lietween groups
(reproduction method) 3 39.819 13.273

Error 156 398.925 2.557

probability

5.190 .0019

tik
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Table. 2

Effect of reproductton process on how "good" the outdoor dental scene

was perceived by respondents.

Good-bad dimension

212E2IMSti2B.12/110d Mean score (7.9good,

133-line screen 5.03

messotint screen 4.25
envaving screen 3.80

tone-line conversion 4.68

Analysis of variance

Source df SS MS , F, probability

between groups
.(reproduction method) 3 33.725 11.242 4.410 .0052

Error 156 397.650 2.549

A
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Table 3

Effect of reprOduction method on the "message" or 'mlain idea" perceived in

the photograph of Ilatalople.

Response Categories

et

Frequency
rosew

Advertisement
nealcum
Important

U1111,

Unimportant N/A*

133rline .23" 7 7 3 40

meziint 17 10 7
4--

6 40

steel engr; 18 17
,

3 .
5 43 4

tone-line 10 20 5 5 40

68 54 22 19 163

*No answer or miscellaneous, uncodable response

2
X
(9)

16.1252 NS
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Table 4

44

Effect of reproductioromethod on the "message" or somain idea" perceived

in the photograph of the dentist and child%

p-.,

Response Categories

Frequency
Fear/

Apprehpnsion Help/Trust"

,.

Dental
Procedure \ N/A* N

133-line 15 6 11 8 40

mezzotint
. .

14 5 17 4 40

steel engr. 20 6 ' l4 3 43

tone-line 15 11 ...-
8 6 40

64 . 28
I

, 50 21
.

.

163
*

*No answer or miscellaneous, uncodable response.

2
X
(

.1 10.8098 NS

1;--)



Table 5

Effdct of reproduction method on the "mesdage" or "main idea"' perceived

in thp photograph of the building.

Response Categories

Frequencies Familiar
School/

Learning
, Relaxed/

Warm
, Camplex/-

Architecture N/AA N
.

133-line 5 8 14 4 . 9 40

mezzotint
%.

7 17 11 1 4 40

Xteel ..engr . 11 12 4 7 9 43

tone-line
4.

9 13 r.7 5
Ao,

:).
40

32 50 36 ,

1

17, 28

.

163

*No answer or miscellaneous, uncodable response.

X2 18.9619 NS
(12)

2



Table 6

"Effect of reproduciion meihod on the "message" or "main idea" perceived

in the photograph of the outdoor dental scene.

Response Categories

'

vLeclucuey

Row Pct.
ColUmn Pct.

1 Clutter/
Confusion

Helping/
Healing

.

Important/
Serious

Anxiety/
Suffefing

Too vague
to tell N/A*

133-line 0 20 6 4 1 9 .40

0% 50.0% 15.0% 10.5% 2.5% 22.5% 100%

0% 32.3% 25.0% 21.2% 5.3% 24.4%

mezzotint 4 18 4 3 3 8 40

10.0% 45.0% 10.0% 7.5% 7.5% 20.0% 100%
. 33.3% 29.0% 16.7% 15.8% 15.8% 21.6% .

.

steel engr. 6 8 9 6 4 10 43 ,

14.0% ** 18.6% 20.9% 14.0% 9.3% 23.3% 100%

50.0% 12.9% 37.5% 31.5% 21.1% 27.0%

tone-line 2 16 5 6 11 10 40

5.0% 40.0% 12.5% 15.0% 27.5% 25.0% '100Z

, 16.7% 25.8% 20.8% 31.5% 57.9% 27.0%

12 62 24 19 19 37 163

7.4% 38.0% 14.7% 11.7% 11.7% 22.7%

100% 100% 100%
,

100% 100% 100%

*No answer or miscellaneous, uneodable response.

2
X
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EXCITEMENT
FACTOR

KEAN
SCORE

figure 1. EFFECT OF.REPRODUCTION PROCESS

. ON THE EXCITEMENT/ACTIVITY FACTOR.

a

Excitement
Factor
(Photo)4.4133-line

HUN

Mezzotint

SCORE
steel

Ensravine
Tone-Line
Conversion

"LIPS 3L1.11211.11:1"3":1
Dintist/

Child
.......,

3.5 3.7 3.9 ,

.

3.8
3.6Building 3.4 3.6 3.5

t.00r
Dental 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.5

133 line.. Mezzotint

EXCITEMENT/ACTIVITY FACTOR
AallmiLAYeriance Source

Steel
Engraving

IREPRODUCTION METHOD

df

Tone-line
Conversion

Main effect-reproduction method 3 2.24 .75 .51 .678

Error "?
156 229.84 1.47

Main effact-photo subject 3 434.57 144.86 181.33 .000

Interaction. 9 12.48 1.39 1.74 .078

Error 468 373.88 .80



MEAN
SCORE

Tigure 2. EFFECT OF REPRODUCTION PROCESS
ON THE WEIGHT FACTOR.

k
Weight
-Pactor

MEAN SCORE
Steel Tone-Line

(Photo) 133-line Mezzotint Engraving Conversion

3 Peo le 4.2 3 8 3.9 3.9

Dentist
Child 4.2 4.0 4.1 4.3

Building 3.9 4.2 3.8 4.Y---"--

Outdoor _

5 4.8

OutdOor Dental

Dentist/Child
Building

3 People

133 line Mezzotint Steel Tone-line
Engraving Conversion

REPRODUCTION METHOD

WEIGHT FACTOR
AegyliullamUmILSource df SS MS. r

Main effect-reproduction method 3 4.33 1.44 2.12 :100

Error 156 106.14 .68

Main effect-photo subject 3 50.20 16.73 28.97 .000

Interaction 9 6.37 .71 1.23 .277

Error 468 11.33 .58
,



MEAN
SCORE

4 ,I,

1^
Eigure 3. KFFECT OF REPRODUCTION PROCESS

ON TIM/EVALUATIVE FACTOR

Evaluative
ctor

( hotc).

3Peo le

Dentist/ .

Child

Outdoor
Dental

133-line

MEAN SCORE
. Steel

Mezzotint Engraving

4.8 4.3 4.3

Tone-Line
Conversion

4.9

5.8

4 7

4.9

5.6

4.5

h t

4.9

5 7

4.5

ntist/Child

133 line Mezzotint Steel Tone-line
Engraving Conversion

REPRODUCTION METHOD

kEVALUATIVE FACTOR
Amalysis of Variance Source df SS MS V Probabilit

Main effect-reproduction Method 3 7.C5 2.35 2.59 .055

Error 156 141.'41 .91

Main affect-photq subject 3' 135.55 45.18 89.02 .000

Interaction 4.98 .55 1.09 .369

Error 468 237.55 .51

4
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LI7s/..7

/1

MEAN
SCORE

5

4

3

2

1

DISLIKE

AO

Itigure 4. EFFECT OF RrPRODUCTION PROCESS
ON THE LIKE-DISLIKE DIMENSION.

t.

t-

Phot6--\,
...............4

3 People

LIKE a

li3-fTnILMezritintSteel

DISLIKEIr"1-
.'NEAN

---,--

SCORE
Engraving

Tone-Line
Conversion-

2.0 2.4
16-...

.

2.9 2.7

Dentist/
Child

.....
3 4.8 , 4.5 4.2

Buildin
,,,....................

5.1 5.3 5.2 3.3

Outdoor
Dental

..--,
5.4 5.4 4.6 4.9

00111

133 Line Mezzotint

Building

Outdoor Dental

Dentist/Child

3 People

Steel Tone-line
Engraving Conversion

REPRODUCTION METHOD
LIKE-DISLIKE DIMENSION
Analysis of Variance Souree df SS MS Probability

Main effect-reproduction Method 3 10.93 3.64

.F

54 .654

Error 156 1047.31 6.71

Main effect-photo Subject 3 740.74 246.91 101.71 .000

Interaction 9 43.34 4.82 1.98 .039

Error 468 / A.k.36.17 ,.43

Z;)



Figure 5. *EFFECT OF PRINTING REPRODUCTION PROCESS ON RANKING
OF FOUR PHOTO SUWECTIS AS "BEST LIKED."*

30

Humber of .

People who
Reeked these 20
photo/Reproduction
Method Combinations
as "Liked Best."

t.;,

L

Building
4

DentistiCh

3. ine Mezzotint ote

Engraving

REPRODUCTION METHOD

kaaPaos---
ne

Conve5sion

*ReSpondentN afour photo Bultlects repri3duced by one tethed; therefore the
"best liked" raipIng refers to h comparlson of all four 4ub1eccm in one
reproduction method.. Four groupe of rewpondenta were used to gather daa.
for all reproduction methods.



PHOTOJOURNALISM RESEARCH PROJECT

IrTRQDUCTION

MEM...212.0 A

We want to find out how people feel about different kinds of

subjects as shown in photographs. The photographs we will show

you were taken from different publications, and we have repro-
.

duced them here just as they were printed in the publications.

Attached are four photographs and four sheets of adjective

scales. The scales sre composed of two adjectives with opposite

meaningss one adjective is at the end of each scale, and there

are seven spaces between;

Look at the first photograph in your stack of four. How would

you rate it on the first scale?

4.'400
fd 4;:i

45 :',,..SC!.5g

IP g: ed ed CZ k ttl F-4 et
W 0 IV 0 4 0 4:: 0 CV

C. +1 41 er +-
fial

4c:i

0 C 0 C
1-4 0 tr4 tpf;

Gi w

Weak

A mak in the i';111. Ieft space means that you think the photograpil

is extremely strohe. A mark in the Var right space means that you

think the photlgraph ir; extremely weak. The intermediate spaceg

represent very strong (loft) or very wozi (right), somewhat

stror,g (left) or somewhat weak (riOrt), or neithor strong nor

weak (center apace). You muot mark one of the seven spaces, you

cannot mark betwuen two spaces,

6



Rate the first photograph in your stack on all 14 adjective

scales. Then'go on to the next photograph and rate it on all

14 scales. Do not look back to see how you marked the last

photograph and do not look ahead at the next photograph. Rate

each photograph separately and keep the photographs in the

order in which they were presented to you.

You must also mark the photograph's code number on each

rating sheet. The code number is in the upper right corner of

the photograpL.

When you have finished rating all four photographs, go on to

Part II. Do not look at Part II before you complete Part I.

Do not consult Part I while you complete Parts II and III.

BegIn Fart :.



CNOTEI POUR OF THESE SHEETS MERE INCLUDED IN THE \ESTIONNAIRE.3

Photograph .pode #

)trong

Candid

Boring

Clean

Slow

Important

/ / /
/

Weak

/ Posed

.../1. Fascinating

/ Dirty_ / / / /

/ Trivial

Heavy / / Light

Abstract /

Cold

Simple

Dark

Nervous. /

.wa.lf

.11.1MMI=Mm=ww.M.E..

aMMBIBINIDMMr

/ / /

-
..114a1111711,71..M.

Realistic

/ / Hot

74.1.%

eniMMIMENiraffilliMMO

Complex

Light

Calm

Soft /_ / Hard

Bad / /

2:04

Good



PART II

Put aside the adjective scales. You May now change the order

of:the four photographs to arrange them according to ',our

preference.

Put the photograph you like most on top; arrange the other

three in order below it so that the photograph you like the

,least is on the bottom. Then record the reskats below.

Do not consult Parts I or III while you are the

photographs.

Photograph I like the most, code number

Photograph I like second best, code number

Photograph I like third best, code number

Photograph I like the least, code number

Go on to Part IIJ.

awmadaguiffilI,I.

A



PART III

Put the preference rating sheet aside, but keep the photographs

in the same order. Look at the .first photograph again. What is

the:most important idea you get from this photograph? What is

the main thing going on in the picture?

Write the first photograph's code number in the space provided

on the next sheet and record what you think is the most important

idea you get from The photograph.

When you have completed the first photograph, do the same thing

. for the remaining three and continue to Part IV.



\
Photograph code #

eriale

Photograph code #

Photograph code #

Photograph code #

3 A.



PART IV

Now we need to know how much you like each photograph. Please

rate each photograph Gh a 7-point scale like the one below. A mark in

the far loft space means that you extremely dislike the photo-

graph, whil ? a check in the far right space means that you

extremely 'like it. A check in the center box means that you

neither like nor dislike the photograph--that you are neutral

toward it.

Dislike_ / / / ..... ... / / / Like
0)

m cv m o m ,--1
.1-1 1J r-I .1-1 4 .4 g .ri iri Z .-1 a)

--1 E r-1 *:44r §H E 4-) H H E H E
W W ca w o or-4 W V) (1) m

r-f $.1 .r-i :.al .ri 0 a) es4 ri e )
0 .ti4

X W ta H (ri 0) X
a) > ..t1.,

(1)

Keep the four photographs in the order they are in now. Record

each photograph's code number and rate each one on the scalea''

on the next page.

3 ,



Photograph code number

*

Dislike / / Like

s

Photograph code number' M.=[211= SWAY,.

Dilike / / IPAaMMI+01ms

T 4 1

Photograph code number
use

Dislike / , / /OPOVENIMaTmlalmall.em.

Ehotograph code number

Like

Dislike / Like

nur sex is male female.

When you have finished this part, please turn In all of the

research materials, including the four photographs. Many thani:s

for your help with the study.


